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We show that two positive matrices over Q+ or R” which lie in the same 
component of a set { A4 E M,(R) : A4 is positive and M is conjugate over R to A) are 
strong shift equivalent. It is a simple corollary that 2 x 2 matrices over Q+ are strong 
shift equivalent if they are shiit equivalent. Conversely, we prove that if two matrices 
A, B over R+ are strong shiR equivalent, then A @ 0, B 6 0 CG he joined by a path of 
nonnegative real matrices within the strong shift equivalence class of A, up to 
conjugation of B (B 0 by a permutation matrix. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the major problems of symbolic dynamics is the Williams problem: 
whether strong shi@ equid.ence over Z + is equivalent to shiji equivalence over 
Z+. If that were true, it would give a good resolution of the problem of 
deciding whether two dynamical systems in the class of finite subshifts are 
topologically isomorphic. Over Z this is known [4], We studied it over a 
Boolean algebra [SJ , ,l:rd here we study the cases R+ and Q+. The major work 
in this area so far is by Baker [l]. 
Our method of deriving a sufRcient condition for strong shift equivalence 
over + was suggested by Baker’s unit we mean the 
semirings of nonnegative elements of of conjugate 
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positive matrices we show that conjugacies -between nearby matrices can be 
expressed by matrices near the identity, and these factor as a product of shears 
(in effect, row operations). 
For the converse, we fh-st show that for two matrices which are strong shift 
equivalent we can repeatedly split the rows of one and columns of the other 
(state splitting) until we reach identical matrices. Then we take a path of 
splittings where the splitting looks more and more like the original. 
For primitive matrices (those whose large powers are positive), shift 
equivalence over R+, Q+,Z+ is respectively equivalent to shift equivalence 
over R, Q, 2. Shifk equivalence over any field is uniquely determined by the 
Jordan form at nonzero eigenvalues. Two matrices A, 23 over a semiring are 
z sh$ equitmlent (s.s.C5i2i& only Lf there -&ts a sequence of matrices 
, . . . , &, Sk (not necessarily square) over the semiring with A = sIRI, 
&if = S*+ifi*+1* &Sk = 8. They are shif) eguioalent (s.e.) if and only if for 
some R, S over the semiring and n E Z”, one has RS = B”, SR = An, AS = SB, 
RA = BR. Strung shifk equivalence implies shift equivalence, but over Z+ or 
even B+ the converse is an~i+GGiit unsolved problem. There exist semirings 
over which the converse is known to be false, such as (0, l), but only because 
the trace is not a shift equivaleuce invariant. 
Shifi equivalence can be stu&ei in detail algebraically, and it was proved 
decidable by Kim and Roush [7]. Strong shift equivalence is the topologically 
central concept. To an n x n (0,l) matrix A we can associate a dynamical 
system called a at&h@ of a jWte type, which as a set SA consists of all 
sequences ( x,), i 6 Z, such that x4 E { 1,2, . . . , n} and aqx,+, = 1 for all i E Z, 
and which as a topological space is a subset of the product of discrete 
topologies and has the shift homeomorphism uA( x,) + ( yi) where yi = x~+~. 
Two systems are oonfugcrte if and only if they are homeomorphic by a 
homeomorphism commuting with the shift, This is equivalent to strong &ii 
equivalence of the matrices A. Shift equivalence is equivalent to conjugacy of 
the system (SA, ui) for all sufficiently large n [3, Theorem 1.91, For some 
rational results in the sofic case, see [2]. 
2. SHEARS 
LEMMA 1 (Cf. Baker [l]). Ooer Q+ let A, B be posit&w and U a mat& 
(unit shear) which b &e 8um of the &lent&y and a matrix with a single nonzetw 
c&q fl the main diagmal. llbn if UAW’ = B, A is s.s.e. to B thmugh 
matwices of the same dimen&n. 
Pruof. Although this follows essentially from iij, we niXe &a* ig 
here directly. By symmetry in A, B, let U be nonnegative, and write Un for the 
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matrix equal to Li except that the nonzero off main diagonal entry is divided by 
12. Then 
All conjugates 
(Un)kA(U,)-k. k = l,..., n, 
lie on a curve fkom A to B which is always positive, since the entries are 
linear or quadratic convex upward in the nonzero off main diagonal entry of U. 
Thus they are bounded away tiom zero. 
!&z, -d! ?ha Q s matriWs u and 
(II,,)“-‘A(&)-” 
are all nonnegative. l 
LEMMAS. Forany~~~PouerR+,thereexists&>Osuchtfiot 
ifM,Nampositiueouer Q+ and 
and M, N, P are conjugate ouer R, then N is s.s.e. to M orrer Q+. 
I%uc#. We will find a rational conjugacy close to the identity, fkctor it by 
simple shears, and use Lemma 1. 
Given an n x II positive real matrix P, we choose several small quantities. 
Choose p so that BPB” is positive for any real matrix B within p of the 
identity by continuity, i.e., 
IIB-III <cc* 
Choose 8 so that any product of at most n(n - 1) + 2 real matrices each 
within 8 of the identity is within cc of the identity, by continuity of products. 
For any real matrix C close to the identity, we may factor C continuously 
as LDU where D is diagonal, L is a unit lower triangular matrix, and U is a 
unit upper triangular matrix. Moreover the entries of L, U, D will be rational 
in those of C. Then L, U may each be factored in a standard way into 
n(n - 1) 
2 
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simple shears, continuously and rationally. Call them the elementary factors of 
C. 
Choose 1 such that if C is within q of the identity then its elementary 
factors are within 6 of the identity. Choose Y such that if Cl, Cz are within P of 
the identity then 
-1 
w2 
is within mint&, q) of the identity. 
Choose e such that if the real matrix LM is within E of the given matrix P 
and similar to P, then it is. &n&r to P bv a real matrix within Y of the 
identity. Over &e compiex nu&ers the existence or e was provzQ by 
Gohberg and Bodman [s] in 1986. The fact that this can be done over the reals 
follows by taking the real part of a complex matrix C. If the complex matrix is 
close to the identity, its real part will be also. 
Now if M, N are rational matrices within E 0f P, &en 
M = C,PC$ and N= c,R$ 
for some real matrices CM, CN within Y of the identity. Then 
N = CMC-‘, 
where C = C&G’ is within min(6, q} of the identity. 
We may replace C by a rational matrix as follows. Take a basis for its 
entries over the rational numbers, and expand C. Each component Cl must 
satisfy NC, = C,M from the basis property. Now replace these basis elements 
by rational numbers sulllciently close to them that C is still within mint& g) of 
the identity and also nonsingular. 
By choice of q, the elementary factors EO, . . . , E,,,_l of C are each within 
6 of the identity, m = n(n - 1) + 1. Consider the sequence N = 
NO, Nl,..., N, = M of rational matrices given by 
for f = 4), 1, . . . , m - 1. Since 
M = C,,FC&‘, 
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By the choice of 8 we have that each product 
is within p of the identity, so each N is positive. Since the consecutive Nj are 
rna@&c6+& &..~*~&~~;ptie tij #ii% s.s.e. 
by Lemma 1, including M and N. l 
We remark that the straightionvard method of constructing a cyclic basis 
for P and using the same basis for N will not work in the proof above, since it 
can e&y happen for conjugate matrices that over N the vectors generate 
larger, nonequivalent subspaces. 
For completeness, we prove the next result. 
proof. Rational matrices are dense in GL(n, R). Therefore they are dense 
in{MAM-‘:MEGL(n,R))forA = XBX”, B E GL+(n, Q), X E GL( n, R), since 
we can approximate MX by a rational matrix. All matrices sufRciently close to 
a positive matrix are positive. m 
'~EOEEM 4. Let A, B be positbe mtional muttJces in the same component 
of (MEMJR): Mpudtiue, Mcoqjugateouer GL,(R) toA}. l%enAiss.s.e. to 
8. 
Pmof. Any component S will be path connected. Take a path f&m A to 
8. At each point by Theorem 2 we have a disk such that all elements of S in 
the disk which are rational are s.s.e. By compactness a finite number D1, . . . , D,, 
of disks cover the path. By Proposition 3, rational matrices exist in each 
D4 fl Di+l in the conjugacy class. By Theorem 2 each is s.s.e. to the next. H 
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Proof. We can project elements of Ti continuously to the latter set by (1) 
dividing by X and (2) conjugating by a diagonal matrix whose nonzero entries 
form the unique positive column eigenvector of length 1. That vector is 
continuous, since it can be expressed as a unique solution of XM = x, after 
step (l), and hence by minors. e! 
3. ROW SPLI’ITINGS AND A CONVERSE 
We say that a matrix B1 is obtained from an n1 x nl matrix A by a single 
row splitting if B, has size (n, + 1) x (nl + ii d &erz exists j such that 
(1) for i = 1 to j - 1 we have bik = $@k), where u is the hncti~~ 
u(k)=k,k=l,..., j,andu(k)=k-l,k=j+l,..., nl; 
(2) for i = j + 2 t0 f&l WC! have b*k = ai,l,qk); 
(3) brk + bi+l, k = ‘h(k)* 
This means we have split row j into two rows whose sum is Aj* and then 
duplicated column j, 
This process is also called state $itiing. It is a strong shiB equivalence 
A = RS, SR = B,, where S is A after row j is split in two and R is a (0, 1) 
matrix having the effect of adding these two rows j; rjj = Ij,j+l = 1. 
It is well lcnown that every strong shift equivalence can be factored into 
row splittings, the transpose process of column splitting, their inverses, and 
conjugacy by permutation matrices. This follows by factoring (0,1) matrices 
into products of transformation matices and transpose transformation matri- 
ces. 
Next we show that we can arrange this as a series of row splittings followed 
by a conjugacy and then by inverse column splittings. Over R+ any row 
splitting gives a path between the original and split matrices in GL,(R). By 
this form we are able to add a condition of constancy of rank along the 
path, 
By a gene&i& rotu splitting, we mean a corresponding operation in 
which we allow rJj, rj.l+ 1 to be arbitrary nonzero constants. We can factor 
every generalized row splitting over Q+, R+ by a row splitting followed by a 
conjugacy by a diagonal matrix, on B1. 
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cohmn, such that 
DA@}D--’ a^ B(2). 
Proof. We first factor a strong shift equivalence into generalized row and 
column splittings. Given a one step strong shift equivalence RS, we factor 
R - W,Ra and then factor the strong shift equivalence R,RaS - Z&S& - 
SR,Ra. 
We determine RI, Rs by having columns of A, and rows of Ra correspond 
to nonzero entries of R For each nonzero entry ay of R, we take the 
corresponding column of R1 to have entry G,~ in row i and the corresponding 
row of as to have a 1 in column j. Then RIReS - RaSRr represents a 
generalized row splitting, and S&R2 - R2SR1 represents a column splitting. 
The entire strong shift equivalence is now factored as Cr D,C, D2 l l l , where 
Cr is a generalized row splitting and Di is the reverse of a column splitting. 
Next we show that each pair D&+l can be rewritten as C,+,(l)D,(l), 
where C,+,(l) is a generalized row splitting, and Dt(l) is the reverse of a 
column splitting. Consider a pair D, C from a matrix A(3) to B(3), where D is 
a reverse column splitting, and C a generalized row splitting yielding the 
intermediate matrix E(3). Then to obtain E(3) &om A(3), delete duplicate 
co#es of rows and add cohrmns. To obtain it from B(3), multiply a column by 
some number, delete other columns which are multiples of it, and add rows 
multiplied by ccmbers. 
Rows and columns of F(3) are to be a pullback, i.e., they correspond to a 
row i of A(3) and a row j of B(3) which correspond to the same row of E(3). 
Rows corresponding to the same row of B(3) should be proportional; columns 
from the same column of A(3) are equal. Conversely, if this condition holds, 
then we can add rows and columns to obtain matrices of the dimensions of 
A, B. 
The remaining requirement is that the sums be such that we have equality. 
This is a problem which can be handled essentially entry by entry of R(3). For 
a single entry e of E(3), the conditions on A(3), B(3) are 
c aij = e 
jEs, 
for 211 iaSr, 
for all j e Ts , for some nonzero dr , 
where S1 x Sa indexes the entries of A(3) corresponding to e, and T1 X T2 
the ~~%ti~S Of B@) corresponding tQ Z. The di are e%trios in i g~~e~~ized 
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transformation i volved in C. We must define entries f,. y where x E S1 x T, 
and y E Ss x T2. The conditions are: 
, 
c f*. g = bij 
r2( !I) =j 
for all x with *a(x) = i, 
C 
PI(X)=i 
drfz, y = aij ds for all y with al( 9) = 5, R~( y) = s, a4( x) = r. 
Note that ?rl describes the rows and columns of F collapsed in forming A, 
and it is these which are multiplied by the die 
We also need 
if y = (w, t), z = (w, ,j) for some W, i, j, and S, p = fv. v if se(u) = w%(u), in
order that rows and columns be duplicates or multiples of one another. Let 
aijbrrs 
f - x,y = I if x= B (O), y= (5,s). e#O, 0 if e=o, 
Since the au are equal fcr fixed j, as are b,,Jd,, we have the other conditions. 
erefore, f,, tl gives a matrix which is a generalized row splitting of A(3) and 
a generalized column spliting of B(3). Perform a series of such interchanges 
D&, 1 to Ci+ 1 a)i until the c’s precede all D’s. 
neralized row splittings to rGw splittings 
the result. To do this we write matrices 
as nonzero nal, as R(I)D(2), where 
nd, R(1) has entries 081 on nd we factor the entries 
into If W(1) has at most one uonzero entry per row, this can be done. 
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THEOREM 7. I$ A, B are nonnegative mat&m strong shift equident over 
R+, then there exist A,, B. of the fbtm 
and a path 8 + A,-, to PB,,PT such that O(t) lies always in the same stmng 
shift equidence class and the rank of its elements i constant fin- t # 0,l. Here 
P is some genedzed permutation matrix, i.e., exactly one entry is nonzero in 
eachmwadwlumaandP)O. 
M- for t # 0,1,$, the jodan fm at 0 of O(t) is constantly an 
extension of onejkdJod.an form by another. AU cohnns ad rows of A12, B,, 
a+e copies of those A, B respectimly. 
Pmf. By Theorem 6 there exist A2, B2 such that A, is obtained from A 
by row splittings, B2 is obtained from B by column splittings, and A2 is 
conjugate to Be by a generalized permutation matrix. We will construct a path 
from As to a matrix Aa. Define matrices A2(e) as follows. Each row of A, 
comes from a row of A. Choose one such row j which we consider as the 
original. For A%( E) replace ( A2)I, by E( A2)j, + (1 - E)U, where u is the 
original row of A but with columns duplicated. Otherwise let ( A,(#, = 
B( A2)e Let A2(0) = Aa. First we show A2( 6) is also obtainable from A by 
row splitting. To do this we split following the procedure used in obtaining A, 
fkom A. Let As be split at the first stage to A,(l). Then for A, we take E 
times all rows except those which give rise to the “original” row of As. For it 
we take the remainder. Then we continue. At each stage, c times a row of an 
iterated splitting Ae(k) is split into E times those rows. A row which gives rise 
to an original row in A3 is split into g times its splittings in A&k + l), with 
the remainder in the next level giving rise to the original. At the final stage the 
remainder will have to balance and equal Aa( iz) as defined above. We do the 
same for 8. 
It remains to show As(e) has constant rank for & > 0. But its rows are 
multiples of rows of Aa except original rows, and original rows can readily be 
mutually expressed by linear combinations. 
The Jordan form of A(@ is an extension as follows: Let N be the space of 
column vectors whose sums are zero over all nonoriginal copies of each 
original row. Let M be the quotient space in which we add entries over all 
copies of any original row. The matrix A( E) can be written as (1 - E) Ac + &As* 
In Ao all columns corresponding to split rows are equal, so that A, is zero on 
N, and on the quotient M acts like A. In A2 we can prove by induction that N 
and nilpotent, and on the quotient acts like A. Although 
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distinct columns of N may not be equal, the sums over all split copies of each 
row of A are equal. This proves invariance of N. Moreover, these sums 
produce an entry of A, proving the quotient action is like that of A. By 
considering Jordan forms it follows ZV is nilpotent. 
Therefore for A(e), E # 0, 1, we have the extension of one fixed Jordan 
form by another. Parametrize the path so A(1) =-i9( i). a 
4. CONCLUSION 
A study of path components seems an important techuique in determining 
strong shift equivalence over R +. A related question, studied by Boyle and 
Handelman, is the possible eigenvalues of nonnegative matrices, but further 
investigation is needed. 
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